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Abstract
Let K be a eld, X = fX1; : : : ; Xng and Y = fY1; : : : ; Yrg sets of indeterminates, and f2K[[X ]];
g2K[[Y ]] two non-zero formal power series with f2 (X ); g2 (Y ). Set g=(@g=@Yi : 1  i  r)
and suppose that g is a (Y )-primary ideal (e.g., if char K =0 and g is an isolated singularity).
Write R :=K[[X; Y ]]=(f+g); R1 :=K[[X ]]=(f) and ~R :=R=gR. The main aim of this paper is to
relate an arbitrary maximal Cohen{Macaulay (MCM for short) R-module N to the higher order
syzygy 
rR(N=gN ), and in this way relate indecomposable MCM R-modules to higher order
syzygies of certain indecomposable ~R-modules. The ~R-modules in question are deformations
of MCM R1-modules and are weakly liftable. We nd resolutions of the higher order syzygy
modules in question which are shown to be minimal in certain situations, and express these
in terms of matrix factorizations. The theory is shown to be applicable with almost complete
success to singularities of Knorrer-type and, in any case, to give detailed information about
MCM R-modules.
Our techniques generalise and simplify those of Herzog and Popescu [7], and we further use a
lifting theorem for maps in Koszul complexes and a technique involving iterated mapping cones
which may be of independent interest. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13C14; 14B05; 14B07
1. Introduction
Let K be a eld, X = X1; : : : ; Xn and Y = Y1; : : : ; Yr indeterminates, and 0 6= f 2
K[[X ]]; 0 6= g 2 K[[Y ]] two non-invertible formal power series. Let R1 = K[[X ]]=(f);
R = K[[X; Y ]]=(f + g) and let MCM(R) (resp. MCM(R1)) denote the category of
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maximal Cohen{Macaulay (in brief, MCM) R-modules (resp. R1-modules). The functor

r : MCM(R1)! MCM(R), given by M ! 
rR(M) | the rth-syzygy of M considered
as an R-module via R! R=(Y )  R1 | is not surjective. However, when r=1; g=Y 21
and char K 6= 2, Knorrer [8] showed that each N 2 MCM(R) is a direct summand in
a module 
1R(M) for a certain M 2 MCM(R1).
Thus, we may recover all of MCM(R) if we split all the modules which lie in the
image of 
1. Moreover, Knorrer’s result says the following.
Theorem 1.1. With the above hypotheses; the R-modules 
1R(N=Y1N ) and N 
1R(N )
are isomorphic.
This result was extended in [12;7, 2.2] as follows.
Theorem 1.2. If r=1 and g=Y s1 ; where s  2 is an integer which is not a multiple of
char K; then; for every N 2 MCM (R); the R-modules 
1R(N=Y s−11 N ) and N  
1R(N )
are isomorphic.
With the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, let ~R = R=(Y s−11 ) and let Lift( ~R; R1) denote
the liftings of all MCM R1-modules to ~R, such a lifting being given by an ~R-module
L such that L=Y1L 2 MCM(R1) and Tor ~Ri (R1; L) = 0 for all i> 0. (This last condition
says in fact that the complex L ! L ! L is exact, where the rst map is given by
multiplication by Y1 and the second given by multiplication by Y s−21 .) Then the functor

1 : Lift( ~R; R1) ! MCM(R), given L ! 
1R(L) | the rst syzygy of L considered
as an R-module via R ! ~R | is not surjective, but each N 2 MCM(R) is a direct
summand in a module 
1R(L), for a certain L 2 Lift( ~R; R1). Again we may recover
all of MCM(R) if we are able to describe the image of 
1. Using this idea, it was
possible to describe some MCM modules over R=K[[X; Y ]]=(X t+Y 3), char K 6= 3 (cf.
[4,11]). More precisely, let Mij ; 0<i<j< t, be the class of all MCM R-modules N
such that N=YN is a direct sum of copies of K[[X ]]=(X i); K[[X ]]=(X j). Then we have
the following result (for full details, see [4, Section 5]):
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that K is algebraically closed and char K 6= 3; and that
0<i<j< t; i+ j 6= t. Then Mij is of nite CM type and the matrix factorization
of every indecomposable module N 2Mij can be described explicitly.
(See [2,13] for the theory of matrix factorizations of modules over hypersurface rings.
Mij of nite CM type means thatMij contains only a nite number of non-isomorphic
indecomposable modules.)
If 1<i< t=2; t 6= 3i; t > 6, thenMi; t−i is not of nite CM type and can be partially
described, but we are not able to tell which modules from Mi; t−i are indecomposable.
We have the following result (see [11, 2.1] for full details):
Theorem 1.4. Suppose 1<i< t=2; t 6= 3i. Then every module N 2Mi; t−i is a direct
sum of copies of ideals (X i; Y ); (X t−i ; Y ) and an MCM R-module whose matrix
factorization can be described explicitly.
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A statement similar to 1.1 for the case g = Y s11 +    + Y srr will be necessary for
the description of MCM modules over singularities of type X t + g. Certainly we can
iteratively use the technique mentioned above, but the disadvantage is that usually we
are not able to describe completely the MCM modules in the case r−1. An attempt to
extend 1.1 for r > 1 was carried out in [7, 2.1], but the optimal generalization is given
in [9] (see Theorem 2.2). In the light of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Proposition 2.3,
we see that each N 2 MCM(R) is a direct summand in a module 
rR(L) for a certain
lifting L 2 Lift( ~R; R1), which can be chosen to be indecomposable and weakly liftable
(see [1]), i.e. liftable to  :=R=(Y s1−11 ; : : : ; Y
sr−1
r )
2. Let C denote the category of such
liftings L. Then Theorem 2.6 says that the correspondence N ! ~R ⊗R N ‘almost’
gives an injection from the isomorphism classes of indecomposable MCM R-modules
to the isomorphism classes of liftings in Lift( ~R; R1), in the sense that if ~R ⊗R N is
isomorphic to ~R⊗R N 0 for some indoecomposable MCM R-modules N; N 0 then either
N is isomorphic to N 0 or N is isomorphic to 
1R(N
0). Moreover, if we have L 2 C,
then there exists a module N 2 MCM(R) (N=
rR(L) !) such that ~R⊗RN is isomorphic
to (L 
1~R(L))2
r−1
.
Thus it is important to describe how 
rR acts on C; that is, given a matrix factor-
ization of L 2 C (see [10]), nd a matrix factorization for the MCM R-module 
rR(L).
This is given in [9], see Theorem 4.1(b), based completely on a construction, outlined
in Section 3, involving a countably iterated mapping cone.
Hence it is enough to describe C. For this, Theorem 4.2, see also [9], proves very
useful, since it translates weak liftability into the language of matrix equations. The
paper ends with an application of this procedure when r > 1.
For general Background, see [3].
2. An extension of Knorrer’s theorem
Our main result is the following more general theorem of Knorrer-type:
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a eld; X=X1; : : : ; Xn and Y=Y1; : : : ; Yr sets of indeterminates;
f 2 K[[X ]] a non-zero formal power series with f 2 (X ); s1; : : : ; sr positive inte-
gers with each si  2 and which are not multiples of the characteristic of K; R1 =
K[[X ]]=(f); R=K[[X; Y ]]=(f+
Pr
i=1 Y
si
i ) and ~R=R=(Y
s1−1
1 ; : : : ; Y
sr−1
r ). Given a max-
imal Cohen{Macaulay R-module N with no free direct summands; we have
(i) ~N := ~R⊗RN is a deformation of the maximal Cohen{Macaulay R1-module N=YN
to ~R; and
(ii) 
rR( ~N ) = (N  
1R(N ))2
r−1
.
As regards the proof of Theorem 2.1, note that N = 
2iR (N ), for all i  1, since R
is a hypersurface ring (see [2, 6.1]). Hence Theorem 2.1 follows from the next two
results, the rst of which simplies and generalizes the main aspects of [7], Section 2,
while the second is essentially a result of Greuel{Schreyer{Dieterich (see [7, 2.5]).
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Theorem 2.2. Let (R;m) be a Noetherian local ring; let N be a nitely generated
R-module and let z = z1; : : : ; zr be a sequence of elements of m which is regular on
R and on N. Set N = N=zN .
Then we have 
rR( N ) =
Lr
j=0 

j
R(N )
( rj ) if and only if z ExtiR(N;−) = 0; for all
i  1.
Proposition 2.3. Let K be a eld; X = X1; : : : ; Xn some indeterminates; and f 2
K[[X ]]nf0g a non-invertible formal power series. Denote by f the ideal in K[[X ]]
generated by the partial derivatives @f=@Xi; i=1; : : : ; n; and set R=K[[X ]]=(f). Then
fExtiR(N;−) = 0 for all i  1 and all maximal Cohen{Macaulay R-modules N.
In turn, the proof of Theorem 2.2 proceeds by induction on r, the case r = 0 being
vacuous and the case r = 1 being given by Popescu [12] or by Herzog and Popescu
[7, 2.2]. The crucial inductive step rests on the following lemma, which may be of
independent interest.
Lemma 2.4. Let (R;m) be a Noetherian local ring and let M be a nitely generated
R-module with z := z1 2 m regular on M (and R); and let R0 = R=(z); M 0 = M=zM:
Then

1R(

1
R0(M
0)) = 
2R(M 0):
With the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, a deformation (or lifting) T of an R1-module
M to ~R | in the sense that R1 ⊗R T = M and Tor ~Ri (R1; T ) = 0 for i  1 | is called
liftable to  :=R=(Y s1−11 ; : : : ; Y
sr−1
r )
2 if there exist a -module E such that ~R⊗ E =
T; Tori ( ~R; E) = 0 for i  1. In other words, E is a deformation (or lifting) of T from
~R to . Suppose that M is an MCM R1-module. By Auslander et al. [1, 3.6], T is
liftable to  if and only if it is weakly liftable, in the sense that there exists an MCM
R-module N such that T is a direct summand in ~R⊗R N . We then have the following
almost immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 2.5. For every indecomposable maximal Cohen{Macaulay R-module N;
there exists an indecomposable ~R-module T such that
(i) T is a deformation of a maximal Cohen{Macaulay R-module to ~R;
(ii) T is weakly liftable (in other words; T is liftable to ); and
(iii) N is a direct summand of 
rR(T ).
We end this section by noting a generalization of [5, 1.6] (again based on Theorem
2.2) which shows the role played in the description of maximal Cohen{Macaulay
modules over R :=K[[X; Y ]]=(f+
Pr
i=1 Y
3
i ) by the set of indecomposable deformations
of M 2 MCM(R1) to ~R :=R=(Y 21 ; : : : ; Y 2r ) which are liftable to  :=R=(Y 21 ; : : : ; Y 2r )2.
As in the Introduction, let C denote the category of those lifting L in Lift( ~R; R1);
~R=R=(Y s1−11 ; : : : ; Y
sr−1
r ), which are indecomposable and liftable to  :=R=(Y
s1−1
1 ; : : : ;
Y sr−1r )
2. We have the following generalization of Enescu et al. [5, 1.6].
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Theorem 2.6. The following statements hold for L; L0 2 C:
(i) 
rR(L) = 
rR(L0) as R-modules if and only if either L = L0 or L = 
1R(L0) as
R-modules.
(ii) Every non-trivial direct summand N of 
rR(L) satises ~R⊗R N = Li
r~R(L)j for
some integers 0  i; j  2r−1; 0<i + j  2r−1.
(iii) If N; N 0 2 MCM(R) are such that ~R⊗R N is a direct summand in ~R⊗R N 0 and
N is indecomposable; then N is a direct summand in N 0  
1R(N 0).
(iv) If ~R ⊗R N = ~R ⊗R N 0 for some indecomposable MCM R-modules N; N 0 then
either N = N 0 or N = 
1R(N 0).
(v) If L and 
1~R(L) are not isomorphic as
~R-modules; then there exists at most one
MCM R-module N such that ~R⊗R N = L.
Proof. (i) If 
rR(L) = 
rR(L0) as R-modules, then
(L 
1~R(L))2
r−1 = ~R⊗R 
rR(L) = ~R⊗R 
rR(L0) = (L0  
1~R(L0))2
r−1
by Theorem 4.1(a), since L; L0 are liftable to . Since L; L0 are indecomposable it
follows that 
1~R(L); 

1
~R
(L0) are indecomposable ( ~R is Gorenstein!) and it is enough to
apply the Krull{Schmidt theorem.
(ii) If N is a non-trivial direct summand of 
rR(L) then ~R⊗R N is a non-trivial direct
summand of ~R⊗R 
rR(L) = (L
1~R(L))2
r−1
and so ~R⊗R N has the required form.
(iii) If ~R ⊗R N is a direct summand of ~R ⊗R N 0 for two MCM R-modules N; N 0 and
N is indecomposable, then since N must be a direct summand of 
rR(fN 0) =
(N 0 
1R(N 0))2
r−1
by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, it suces to use the Krull{Schmidt
theorem.
(iv) Follows from (iii) and for (v) it is enough to apply (iv), since if L= ~R⊗R N 2 C
we see that N is necessarily indecomposable, by Nakayama’s lemma.
Remark. The description of maximal Cohen{Macaulay R-modules is complete if we
are able to describe the set f
rR(L)gL2C (cf. Proposition 2.5). Using the above theo-
rem, it is almost enough to describe the isomorphism classes of modules from C. We
say ‘almost enough’ because there are still some technical problems remaining. For
example, given the matrix factorization dening L, we would wish to know the matrix
factorization dening 
rR(L). This is the subject of the nal section. First we put some
technical machinery in place.
3. Mapping cones
Let R be a Noetherian local ring, z := z1; : : : ; zr an R-sequence and G a nitely gene-
rated free R-module with basis fig. Consider the (extended) Koszul complex K :=
(K(z; G); @), where, for s 2 Z; Ks equals
L
Js GeJs if 0  s  r and 0 otherwise;
Js denotes a general ordered s-tuple j1<   <js and eJs=ej1^  ^ejs | we maintain
a uniform notation by setting eJ0 = 1 and eJs = 0 if s< 0 or s> r. The dierential
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@ is described as follows: for g 2 G; @s(geJs) equals
P
jt2Js;1ts(−1)t−1zjt geJsnfjtg if
1  s  r, and 0 otherwise; we can maintain a uniform notation by setting zj = 0 if
j< 1 or j> r.
The following notation will prove very useful. Let ‘; n 2 Z and suppose that
‘ :K‘ ! K‘+n is an R-module homomorphism of degree n. For each m 2 N0, we
dene the ‘lifted’ R-module map ‘+m :K‘+m ! K‘+n+m as follows: for x 2 K‘ and
ordered m-tuple Jm, set ‘+m(x ^ eJm) = ‘(x) ^ eJm . (Here we have abused notation
slightly by writing ^ for ⊗ in the case ‘= n= 0, to preserve uniformity.) Thus ‘+m
coincides with ‘ when m= 0.
We can now state our fundamental result on lifting (given in its simplest form,
which is what is needed below).
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 :K0 ! Kn be an R-module homomorphism of degree n; for some
n 2 Z; with 0 := @n0. Then; for all m 2 N0; @n+mm = (−1)nm−1@m + m; where
−1 := 0; by convention.
Returning to our Koszul complex K, for i 2 N0, we denote by Kfig the complex
with, in degree n, the module Kn−i and dierential −@n−i :Kn−i ! Kn−i−1, for all
n 2 Z. Our aim is to build a complex by a countable iteration of mapping cone
constructions using K and the Kfig, and then show that this complex has very useful
properties. One nal, and important, basic ingredient here is a sequence of R-module
homomorphisms d(i)0 ; i  1, of degree 0
   ! G d
(3)
0!G d
(2)
0!G d
(1)
0!G;
G being identied with K0 (respecting our convention on the suces of maps). We
suppose that this sequence is exact modulo z.
For t  0, set Ht :=K0  K1      Kt and for v  0, set L(t)v = Kv  Kv+1     
Kv+t , with the convention (maintained below) that direct sums are written in order of
increasing sux. So L(t)0 = Ht; t  0.
We will introduce certain ‘s-maps’ as the solutions of appropriate ‘dierential
equations’ in our complexes. So let a; b 2 N with a  b. Then s(a;b)0 :K0 ! Kb−a
will be an R-module map with s(a;a)0 :=d
(a)
0 (and s
(a;b)
0 dened inductively on b; b  a,
thereafter, by a natural procedure still to be introduced). For m 2 N0; s(a;b)m :Km !
Kb−a+m will denote the ‘lifted’ map, as explained in the preceding discussion; in par-
ticular, d(a)m :Km ! Km is the lifting of d(a)0 :G ! G; G being identied with K0. (We
could incorporate the dierentials @n into this notation but judge this idea to be too
articial.)
For t  1, let t :Ht ! Ht−1 be described by the t (t+1)-matrix (t(i; j)), whose
(i; j)th-entry t(i; j) is given as follows: t(i; j) equals (−1)(i−1)(i−j+1)s(t−i+1; t−j+1)j−1 , if
i  j; @i; if i = j − 1; and 0 otherwise.
Thus, by what has been said above, s(t−i+1; t−j+1)j−1 is (when i  j  1) the lifting
through j − 1 degrees of the R-module map s(t−i+1; t−j+1)0 :K0 ! Ki−j, which itself is
dened inductively (see below) in terms of the map s(t−i+1; t−i+1)0 :=d
(t−i+1)
0 :G ! G
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(where we have identied K0 and G). For v> 0, let 
(t)
v :L
(t)
v ! L(t)v−1 be the twisted
‘lifted’ map described by the (t + 1)  (t + 1)-matrix ((t)v (i; j)), whose (i; j)th-entry
(t)v (i; j) is given as follows: 
(t)
v (i; j) equals @v if i = j = 1; 0 if i = 1; j > 1; and
(−1)v(i−j)(t(i − 1; j))v otherwise, where the sux v denotes lifting through v de-
grees, as usual. (The t will turn out to be dierentials, hence their simpler and more
appropriate notation.)
Fix t  0. We can dene a would-be complex M(t) := (M (t); (t) ) | which,
as will be indicated below, is actually a complex | as follows: M (t)i equals 0, if
i< 0; Hi, if 0  i  t; and L(t)i−t , if i> t; further, (t)i equals 0, if i  0; i, if 1 
i  t; and (t)i−t , if i> t. We can show, by induction, that M(t) is an iterated mapping
cone built from Koszul complexes (allowing a certain twist and suitable shifts). In
particular, note that M(0) = K.
We can now state our main results, whose proofs depend crucially on Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. For all t 2 N0; M(t) is a complex of R-modules; and; moreover; there
exists a mapping of complexes of R-modules (t) :Kftg !M(t) with mapping cone
M(t + 1).
The central argument amounts to showing that
s(1; t)0 d
(t+1)
0 + (−1)t−1s(1; t−1)1 s(t; t+1)0 + s(1; t−2)2 s(t−1; t+1)0
+   + (−1)t−1d(1)t−1s(2; t+1)0 + @ts(1; t+1)0 = 0
(alternate terms attracting a coecient of (−1)t−1). We regard this as a denition of
s(1; t+1)0 in terms of the ‘known’ (shifted) versions of s
(a;b)
0 , where 1  a  b with
0  b−a< t; s(a; t+a)0 , for a  1, is then given by shifting supercies, by applying our
arguments to the sequence    ! G d
(a+1)
0−! G d
(a)
0−!G in place of the original sequence.
By induction, then, we can construct the iterated mapping cone M(1) :=
(M (1); ) where M (1)i equals 0, if i< 0, and Hi, if i  0; further, i equals
0, if i  0, and i, if i> 0; by the above, M(1) is a complex of R-modules. In fact
we can say much more.
Theorem 3.3. Following the above notation; M(1) is a free resolution of T :=
(Coker d(1)0 )⊗R R=zR over R.
Remark. In M(1), note that for t  r; Ht = K0      Kr = G ⊗ ^(Rr) =
V
(Gr).
So for t  r; Ht is essentially independent of t (apart from zero summands) as are
the t for t > r, since any entry in t with range Ki; i> r, is the zero map. In what
follows, then, we consider all t; t > r, to be given by (r + 1) (r + 2)-matrices, by
neglecting zero rows and columns.
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4. Free resolutions for deformations of Cohen{Macaulay modules
We now specialize our results so as to connect them with Eisenbud’s theory of matrix
factorizations (cf. [2,13]). In this way, we shall generalize some results of Herzog{
Popescu [7, Sections 3, 4] on maximal Cohen{Macaulay modules over hypersurface
rings and over hypersurface singularities of Knorrer-type.
We specialize our earlier notation as follows. Let g=
Pr
i=1 Y
3
i and suppose that char
K 6= 3. Then g=(Y 21 ; : : : ; Y 2r ), so that R=K[[X; Y ]]=(f+
Pr
i=1 Y
3
i ); R1 =K[[X ]]=(f)
and ~R = R=gR = R=(f; Y 21 ; : : : ; Y
2
r ). Let (;  ) be a matrix factorization of an MCM
R1-module M via q  q-matrices  and  over K[[X ]] and let T be a deformation
of M to ~R; i.e. there is a MCM module N over R such that T = ~R ⊗R N and M =
T ⊗ ~R ~R=Y ~R. The module T may be described by a matrix factorization ( ~; ~ ) of f
over the ring K[[X; Y ]]=(Y 21 ; : : : ; Y
2
r ), with ~ and ~ two q  q-matrices with entries
in K[[X; Y ]]; see [2, 2.8] or [7, p. 687]. Moreover, if (;  ) is reduced, so also is
( ~; ~ ).
We apply our general theory to this situation as follows. Set G = Rq; d(2n+1)0 = 
and d(2n+2)0 =  for n  0. Moreover in this situation, having obtained s(i; t+1)0 (and so
s(i; t+1)j ; j  1) for 1  i  t+1, and s(i; t+2)0 (and so s(i; t+2)j ; j  1) for 1  i  t+2, we
pick s(i+2r; t+1+2r)0 ; r  1, to coincide with s(i; t+1)0 , and s(i+2r; t+2+2r)0 ; r  1, to coincide
with s(i; t+2)0 . As mentioned before, we disregard zero rows and columns in the t; t > r,
arising from entries which are maps having range Ki; i> r. With this terminology, we
can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that charK 6= 3 and that T has no free direct summands. Set
ur;p =
Pp
i=0

r−1
i

; 0  p  r.
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) T is weakly liftable;
(ii) 
pR(T ) ⊗R ~R = Tur;p  (
1~R(T ))ur; p−1 ; p=1; : : : ; r (so that; in particular;

rR(T )⊗R ~R = (T  
1~R(T ))2
r−1
):
(b) Let ( ~; ~ ) be a matrix factorization of T over ~R; with ~ and ~ q q matrices.
If T is weakly liftable (for example if T = ~R ⊗R N for some N 2 MCM (R));
then the matrix factorization (r+1; r+2) is reduced and gives a minimal free
resolution of 
rR(T ).
Proof of (b). It is enough to show that R(
rR(T )) = 2
rq. By Theorem 2.1 we have
R(
1R(T ))=2
r−1((T )+(
1~R(T )). Since R(

1
~R
(T ))=R(T )=q we have the desired
result | if T has free summands, they perturb the matrix factorization with some
blocks from the Koszul algebra, and these are reduced in any case.
The next result extends [7, 3.4].
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Theorem 4.2. Following the notation and assumptions above; the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) T is weakly liftable;
(ii) there exist two q  q-matrices  and  over  :=K[[X; Y ]]=(Y 21 ; : : : ; Y 2r )2 such
that s(12)0 + ( ⊗ F0()) + (⊗ F1())= 0, where Fi() =
( r
i
)
and s(ij)0 now
denotes a q 

r
j−i

 q matrix over  which induces the original s(ij)0 (the rest
of the notation being obvious).
Next, we illustrate the power of the previous theorem in a situation which partially
extends [7, 4.2].
Proposition 4.3. Let K be a eld of characteristic 6= 3; X an indeterminate; R =
K[[X; Y ]]=(X t +
Pr
i=1 Y
3
i ) where Yi := fY1; : : : ; Yrg is a set of indeterminates; ~R =
R=(Y 21 ; : : : ; Y
2
r ); q 2 N and M a direct sum of q copies of the K[[X ]]=(X t)-module
K[[X ]]=(X i); for some positive integers i< t with t 6= 2i. If r=1 and t 6= 3i; 2t 6= 3i
or if r  2; then there exist no maximal Cohen{Macaulay R-module N such that
N=(Y1; : : : ; Yr)N = M .
Remark. Suppose that t = 2i. Then [7, 4.2] shows that there exists just one indecom-
posable MCM-module if r = 1. If r > 1, then again the situation is dierent. If r = 2,
the following three matrix factorizations
X i Y 21 − Y1Y2 + 2Y 22
−(Y1 + Y2) X i

;

X i −(Y1 − Y1Y2 + 2Y 22
Y1 + Y2 X i

;
= 1; 2; 3
(;  = 1; 2; 3; being the three cube roots of unity, which we assume lie in K) give
three non-isomorphic MCM-modules N; = 1; 2; 3, such that
N=(Y1; Y2)N = (K[[X ]]=(X i))2:
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